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This work represents the synthesis of the 211 pulse sequence for the study of electron spin-echo
envelope modulation~ESEEM!with the technique of spin-echo correlated spectroscopy~SECSY!,
which has previously been used to study nuclear modulation by two-dimensional Fourier transform
ESR methods. This example of ‘‘pulse adjustable’’ spectroscopy, wherein the pulse width and pulse
amplitude of the second pulse in a three pulse sequence are introduced as adjustable parameters,
leads to enhanced resolution to the key features of the nuclear modulation that are important for
structural studies. This is demonstrated in studies on~i! a single crystal of irradiated malonic acid
and~ii! a frozen solution of diphenylpicrylhydrazyl in toluene. In particular, it is shown for~i! how
the nuclear modulation cross peaks can be preferentially enhanced relative to the autopeaks and to
the matrix proton peaks, and also how the autopeaks can be significantly suppressed to enhance
resolution for low-frequency cross peaks. For~ii! the low-frequency14N nuclear modulation could
be suppressed leaving just the high-frequency matrix1H modulation. Additionally, theT2
homogeneous linewidth broadening in thef 1 frequency direction is removed in 211 SECSY. These
features significantly improve resolution to the modulation decay, which is the main observable
utilized for distance measurements by ESEEM, compared to SECSY. A simple example of a
distance measurement to matrix protons is presented for~ii!. It is shown that a major advantage of
the 2D format is that the full spin-echo shape is collected, which permits one to study how the effect
of the nuclear modulation upon the echo varies with evolution timet1 after the first pulse, and
thereby to detect the important modulation features. Additionally it allows for correlating the
modulation cross peaks in making spectral assignments. A detailed quantitative theory for 211
SECSY is also presented. In general, very good agreement between experiment and theoretical
simulations is obtained. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-spin-echo envelope modulation~ESEEM!spec-
troscopy has become a popular method for the investigat
of electron–nuclear interactions that are not resolved in co
tinuous wave EPR spectroscopy.1,2 Until recently ESEEM
spectroscopy was mainly based on the use of two and th
pulse sequences. In the last decade a number of new pu
sequences as well as new technologies have been develo
that substantially improve the resolution and sensitivity
the study of ESEEM. For instance, a four pulse train know
as HYSCORE3,4 allows one to correlate the nuclear trans
tion frequencies which belong to the same paramagnetic s
a five pulse sequence5 allows one to separate the modulate
part of the spin-echo signal from the nonmodulated part; a
soft ESEEM6,7 allows one to selectively excite the electron
spin transitions. Two-dimensional Fourier transform~2D-FT!
ESR spectroscopy8–12 allows one to substantially improve
the frequency resolution of the nuclear modulation as a res
of the correlation of the frequencies that is obtained in su
experiments as spin-echo correlated spectroscopy~SECSY!
and in providing the full shape of the spin-echo signal.

In order to further develop the capabilities of ESEEM
spectroscopy we describe in this paper the new technique
211 SECSY-ESR. The principle difference between th
technique and those noted above is in the method of formi
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the modulation. In 211 SECSY-ESR the modulation is de-
velopedduring the action of a pulse, whereas in the othe
techniques it develops in the time intervals between puls
As a result, additional experimental parameters appear, v
the duration and amplitude of the11 pulse, which allows
one to select and optimize the modulation from the particu
nuclear frequencies of interest. It is based upon a synthesi
the 2D-FT technique of SECSY-ESR with the basic 211
pulse sequence~cf. Fig. 1!, which is a three pulse sequenc
wherein the second pulse is the11 pulse.13 In some respects
211 SECSY-ESR is related in spirit to a technique due
Bowman, known as coherent Raman beats which is an alt
native to ESEEM in the detection of nuclear coherence.14,15

That is the11 pulse must neither be ‘‘hard’’ nor ‘‘soft’’ in
order to produce a modulation of the spin-echo signal. Sin
the nuclear modulation in a 211 sequence is caused by par
tial excitation of the ESR spectrum,16 analytic expressions
for describing this phenomenon are not available for the ge
eral case which includes arbitrary types of pulses and the f
spin-Hamiltonian. Approximate analytical expressions wi
be derived for the case of so-called weak electron–nucle
interactions, and they will be used in this paper for a qua
tative description of the phenomenon. The accurate theor
cal description of modulation effects in 211 SECSY is pro-
/102(22)/8746/17/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicst¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8747tron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
vided in this paper by direct numerical calculation of th
spin-echo signal.

In the present work we have studied two systems. T
first is an irradiated single crystal of malonic acid, wit
stable CH~COOH!2 radicals. This system has previous
been used to characterize the basic ESEEM phenomeno17

the study of nuclear modulation by 2D-FT-ESR methods,8 as
well as pulsed electron–nuclear multiple resonan
techniques.18 The second system is a frozen solution
DPPH radicals in toluene which was used to illustrate t
ability of the method to preferentially select and enhan
nuclear modulations from different nuclear frequencies.

II. THEORY

As shown in Fig. 1, the first and the third pulses in 21
SECSY are separated by the fixed time intervalt1tp2, and
they generate a primary echo signal. The amplitude of t
signal may be varied by changing the intervalt1 between the
first pulse and the second or11 pulse. For each value oft1
the full spin echo shape is obtained as a function oft2 . In the
following calculations we measuret1 from the end of the
first pulse, andt2 is measured from the end of the third puls
as t1t2 . The calculations utilize the rotating frame~RF!
with a frequency of rotation,v equal to the microwave~mw!
frequency with the mw field,B1 along thex axis of the RF.
The z axis of the RF is along the direction of the extern
magnetic field,B0. We consider a spin system withI51/2
andS51/2. Thespin-Hamiltonian of this system is

H05DvSz2v I I z1ASzI z1
1
2~BSzI11B*SzI2!, ~1!

where v I is the nuclear Zeeman frequency,A and B are
components of the hyperfine interaction~HFI! tensor, and
Dv is the difference between the mw and electron spin Z
man frequencies. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
Hamiltonian can be found elsewhere.8,19The energiesEi and
the frequenciesV i of the four EPR transitions are

ms51/2 E15\
Dv1va

2
; E25\

Dv2va

2
;

ms521/2 E35\
2Dv1vb

2
; E45\

2Dv2vb

2
,

~2!
V1,25Dv6v2 ; V3,45Dv6v1 ,

FIG. 1. The 211 SECSY pulse sequence. The variable time intervals aret1
~position of11 pulse!and t2 ~spin-echo shape time coordinate!.
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v65
va6vb

2
; va5ASA22v I D 21 uBu2

4
;

vb5ASA2 1v I D 21 uBu2

4

and their intensities depend on the parameterk:

k5F v I

vavb
G2uBu2.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian may
be separated into two manifolds, corresponding toms51/2
andms521/2.

Because of its widespread use, we shall use the notation
of Mims20,21 as much as possible. The ESEEM is a modula-
tion of the intensity of the electron-spin echo~ESE! that is
produced by the series of microwave pulses. Consequently
the ESE amplitude can be calculated from the quantum me
chanical expectation value for the raising~or lowering22! op-
eratorsS1 ~or S2! for the sample magnetization. This is
given in density matrix formalism by

V~ t !5K Im$Tr@r~ t !S1#%, ~3!

whereV(t) is the detected precessing magnetization,K is
largely an instrumental constant, andr(t) is the density ma-
trix evaluated at the timet. The density matrixr(t) at any
time t can be calculated from its value at an earlier time by
the application of a series of unitary operators describing the
interactions to which the spin system is subjected. For a 211
train, ~cf. Fig. 1!, the density matrix at the timet1t2 after
the third pulse is related to the initial density matrixr0 by

r~ t2 ,t1 ,t!5R1rR5Rt1t2
1 RN3

1 Rt2t1
1 RN2

1 Rt1
1RN1

1

3r0RN1
Rt1

RN2
Rt2t1

RN3
Rt1t2

, ~4!

whereRt is the free precession operator, exp~iH0t/\!, de-
scribing the evolution of the density matrix under the influ-
ence of the static spin-HamiltonianH0. MatricesRNi de-
scribe the evolution or nutation during thei th pulse,
RNi5exp@i~H01H1!tpi/\#, and tpi is the duration of thei th
pulse.R1 is Hermitian conjugate ofR. Note that we can
write

H15\
vNi

2 F 0 M

M1 0 G ,
wherevNi is the amplitude of thei th pulse. For further for-
mal calculations a convenient basis set is one in whichH0 is
block-diagonal and each block corresponds to one electron
spin manifold. In this representationS1 can be represented
as

S15F0 M

0 0 G ,
where submatrixM maps nuclear spin eigenvectors in one
electron spin manifold into the nuclear spin eigenvector of
the other manifold. In this representation
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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RNm
5FTm Um

Vm Wm
G ; Rt5FPt 0

0 Qt
G ; r05FA1 0

0 A2
G ,

Pt5P t expS i Dv

2
t D ;

P t5F expS i va

2
t D 0

0 expS 2 i
va

2
t D G , ~5!

Qt5Y t expS 2 i
Dv

2
t D ;

Y t5F expS i vb

2
t D 0

0 expS 2 i
vb

2
t D G ,

whereva andvb are determined by Eq.~2! and represent the
frequencies of nuclear transitions. The submatricesA1 and
A2 in the prepulse density matrixr0 in the high-temperature
approximation are

A65~16q!E; q5
\v

2kT
,

whereE is the unit matrix. For further evaluation, we als
represent submatrices of rotational operatorsRNi for the
‘‘hard’’ pulse limit, i.e., for the case whenH1@H0:
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subje
o

Tm5Wm5cos
~vNm

tpm!

2
E,

~6!

Um5 iM3sin
~vNm

tpm!

2
, Vm5 iM13sin

vNm
tpm
2

,

wheretpm is the duration of themth pulse.
Performing the multiplication of the free precession and

rotational operators we have for the general case from Eq.
~5!:

R1,15@~T1Pt1T21U1Qt1
V2!Pt2t1

T3

1~T1Pt1U21U1Qt1
W2!Qt2t1

V3#Pt1t2
,

R1,25@~T1Pt1T21U1Qt1
V2!Pt2t1

U3

1~T1Pt1U21U1Qt1
W2!Qt2t1

W3#Qt1t2
,

~7a!R2,15@~V1Pt1T21W1Qt1
V2!Pt2t1

T3

1~V1Pt1U21W1Qt1
W2!Qt2t1

V3#Pt1t2
,

R2,25@~V1Pt1T21W1Qt1
V2!Pt2t1

U3

1~V1Pt1U21W1Qt1
W2!Qt2t1

W3#Qt1t2
.

To check this expression let us turn off the second pulse, i.e.,
putvN250 andtp250. In this caseV25U250; T25W25E.
Taking into account thatPt1Pt2t15Pt andQt1Qt2t15Qt we
obtain exactly the same rotational operator as Eq.~24! in
Mims20:
R5F T1PtT3Pt1t2
1U1QtV3Pt1t2

T1PtU3Qt1t2
1U1QtW3Qt1t2

V1PtT3Pt1t2
1W1QtV3Pt1t2

V1PtU3Qt1t2
1W1QtW3Qt1t2

G . ~7b!

Evaluating Eq.~4! and using the result in Eq.~3! we find that

V~ t2 ,t,t1!5K Im$Tr@Qt1t2
1 ~U3

1Pt2t1
1 ~T2

1Pt1
1V1

11V2
1Qt1

1W1
1!1W3

1Qt2t1
1 ~U2

1Pt1
1V1

11W2
1Qt1

1W1
1!!A2

3~~V1Pt1T21W1Qt1
V2!Pt2t1

T31~V1Pt1U21W1Qt1
W2!Qt2t1

V3!Pt1t2
M

1Qt1t2
1 ~U3

1Pt2t1
1 ~T2

1Pt1
1T1

11V2
1Qt1

1U1
1!1W3

1Qt2t1
1 ~U2

1Pt1
1T1

11W2
1Qt1

1U1
1!!A1

3~~T1Pt1T21U1Qt1
V2!Pt2t1

T31~T1Pt1U21U1Qt1
W2!Qt2t1

V3!Pt1t2
M #%. ~8!

Mims has pointed out that not all terms of Eq.~8! contribute to the desired spin-echo signals. For this particular case, only
those terms in which there is exact cancellation of the electron-spin Zeeman term in the exponentials fort2.0, while t andt1
are arbitrary, will contribute to the observed 211 signal.~Actually, in the present case one must carefully study the terms
giving exact cancellation for 0<t2<tp2. Our analysis of this shows that forvN2!uDvu one should uset2.tp2 but for
vN2@uDvu one should uset2.0. The latter case applies to our experimental studies.! After removing the terms which have
no cancellation fort2.0 and anyt, Eq. ~8! becomes

V~ t2 ,t,t1!5K Im$exp~ iDvt2!

3Tr@~Yt1t2
1 U3

1Pt
1P2t1

1 ~T2
1Pt1

1V1
11V2

1Qt1
1W1

1!A2~V1Pt1U21W1Qt1
W2!YtQ2t1

V3Pt1t2
!M

1~Yt1t2
1 U3

1Pt
1P2t1

1 ~T2
1Pt1

1T1
11V2

1Qt1
1U1

1!A1~T1Pt1U21U1Qt1
W2!YtQ2t1

V3Pt1t2
!M #%, ~9!

where uncertainty of thet2 origin, as we already mentioned, is<tp2. We now select terms independent ofDv t1 leading to the
final result
2, No. 22, 8 June 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V~ t2 ,t,t1!5K Im$exp~ iDvt2!Tr@~Yt1t2
1 U3

1Pt2t1
1 T2

1Pt1
1V1

1A2W1Yt1
W2Yt2t1

V3Pt1t2
!M

1~Yt1t2
1 U3

1Pt2t1
1 T2

1Pt1
1T1

1A1U1Yt1
W2Yt2t1

V3Pt1t2
!M #%. ~10!

Before further evaluation, let us obtain from Eq.~10! some known results. Equation~10! immediately gives the ESEEM for a
primary echo~as well as the associated SECSY!if the second pulse is turned off and the first and third pulses are set to be hard
pulses, i.e., for submatricesT, W, U, andV we can use Eq.~6!:

W25T25E,
~11!V~t,t2!5SECSY5K Im$exp~ iDvt2!

3Tr@Yt1t2
1 U3

1Pt
1V1

1A2W1YtV3Pt1t2
M1Yt1t2

1 U3
1Pt

1T1
1A1U1YtV3Pt1t2

M !] %

5
K

2
~2q!sin~vN1

tp1!sin
2

vN3
tp3
2

Im$ i exp~ iDvt2!Tr~Yt1t2
1 M1Pt

1MYtM
1Pt1t2

M !%.
h
s

.
e

h

c
r

a

Equation ~11! with t250 yields the ESEEM in the hard-
pulses limit which can be directly compared with the we
known result@see, e.g., Eq.~7! in Ref. 23#. For the case
Dv50, it exactly corresponds to the expression for t
SECSY signal, obtained in Ref. 8 if the phases of the pul
are equal to zero.

Now we consider the case of three hard pulses. Thus
can use the submatricesT2 andW25E cos(vN2tp2/2) in the
hard pulse limit@cf. Eq. ~6!#. We immediately see from Eq
~10! that thet1 dependence disappears and the resulting
pression describes the ESEEM of a primary echo, genera
by the first and third pulses with an amplitude subjected
the action of the second pulse. It is easy to show that t
term is equivalent to theA9a9 term in accordance with the
classification of Gamliel and Freed10 @see, e.g., the Appen-
dix, Eqs.~51! and ~52!#. In the present notation we have

V~ t2 ,t!5
K

2
~2q!sin~vN1

tp1!cos
2

vN2
tp2
2

sin2
vN3

tp3
2

3Im@2 i exp~ iDvt2!

3Tr~Yt1t2
1 M1Pt

1MYtM
1Pt1t2

M !#. ~12!

Equation~12! shows that in the hard pulse limit the modula
tion in a 211 sequence is absent. To obtain it, the matri
T2 andW2 must contain off-diagonal elements, which occu
when the second pulse is neither hard nor soft.

For arbitrary pulses let us start with the degenerate c
of the absence of HFI to reproduce the classic result
Bloom24 for the shape of a spin-echo signal in the case
partial excitation. For this case all 232 submatrices in Eq.
~5! degenerate to scalars andvb5va50. The explicit forms
of U, T, W, andV are

Y→1;P→1;M→ 1;U5V→b* ;W→a* ;T→a,

a i5cos
veffi

t pi
2

2 i cosf i sin
veffi

t pi
2

,
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b52 i sin f i sin
veffi

t pi
2

,

f i5arctanS vNi

Dv
D ; veff5AvNi

2 1Dv2.

Then Eq.~10! becomes

V~ t2!}Im$exp~ iDvt2!~U3
1T2

1~T1
1U12V1

1W1!W2V3!%

52Im$2a1*b1*a2*
2b3

2 exp~ iDvt2!% ~13!

and this result reproduces Eq.~19! of Bloom.24

The general case of all three soft pulses is complicated
and the rotational operators for arbitrary HFI have no ana-
lytical expressions. We shall first consider a simple case
wherein the first and third pulses are hard pulses and there is
an extremely weak hyperfine interaction,B, A!v I , vNi so
that the parameterk!1 @see Eq.~2! and below#. Then using
the explicit form of the rotational operator for the second
pulse, which was derived in Refs. 16 and 25, we still can get
a closed expression. We have to remind the reader that the
echo modulation amplitude is proportional tok, and in the
following calculations of echo modulation we shall keep
only terms of zero order~primary echo signal amplitude!and
first order ink. With two hard pulses, i.e., the first and third
ones, Eq.~10! becomes

V~t,t2 ,t1!5K
2q

2
sin~vN1

tp1!sin
2

vN3
tp3
2

3Im$ i exp~ iDvt2!Tr~Yt1t2
1 M1Pt2t1

1

3T2
1Pt1

1MYt1
W2Yt2t1

M1Pt1t2
M !%.

~14!

The explicit forms ofT2, W2, andM are16,25
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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T25UP1 ih

ih P2*
U, W25U P2 2 ih

2 ih P1*
U, M'U 1

Ak
2

2
Ak
2

1
U ,

P15
exp@ i ~veff2v I !tp2 /2#1exp@2 i ~veff1v I !tp2 /2#

2
1cosf

exp@ i ~veff2v I !tp2 /2#2exp@2 i ~veff1v I !tp2 /2#

2
,

~15!

P25
exp@ i ~veff2v I !tp2 /2#1exp@2 i ~veff1v I !tp2 /2#

2
2cosf

exp@ i ~veff2v I !tp2 /2#2exp@2 i ~veff1v I !tp2 /2#

2
,

h52
Ak
4

vN2
sin fF sin@~v I1veff!tp2/2#

v I1veff
1

sin@~v I2veff!tp2/2#

A~v I2veff!
21~vN2

k!2/4
G .

The matricesT2 andW2 may now be represented as a sum of two matrices with diagonal and off-diagonal elem
respectively,

T2
15X2 ihL, W25Z2 ihL,

~16!

L5U0 1

1 0
U, X5UP1* 0

0 P2
U, Z5UP2 0

0 P1*
U.

Then Eq.~14! may be written as a sum of three terms:

V~t,t2 ,t1!5K
~2q!

2
sin~vN1

tp1!sin
2

vN3
tp3
2

3$Im$ i exp~ iDvt2!Tr~Yt1t2
1 M1Pt

1XMZY tM
1Pt1t2

M !%

1Im$h exp~ iDvt2!Tr@Yt1t2
1 M1@Pt

1XMY t1
LYt2t1

1Pt2t1
1

LPt1
MY tZ#M1Pt1t2

M #%

1Im$2 ih2 exp~ iDvt2!Tr~Yt1t2
1 M1Pt2t1

1
LPt1

1MYt1
LYt2t1

M1Pt1t2
M !%%. ~17!

Actually, Eq. ~17! already is an analytical solution of the problem. However, it is useful to simplify further in order
analyze the key features of the modulation in this pulse sequence. Thus we will sett250. The first term in Eq.~17! has not1
dependence and represents the primary echo signal generated by the first and third pulses. The second pulse can on
its amplitude, but it does not impart any information related tot1-dependent nuclear modulation. Direct calculation of th
amplitude of the first term gives an expression that is proportional to (a2* )

2 in accord with Eq.~13!. The second term is
responsible for the nuclear modulation at fundamental frequencies,va andvb , and the third one contains the combination
frequencies. Since the calculations are performed atk!1, one need only keep in the second term those terms of the sum wh
are proportional toAk, given thath is already proportional toAk. This means that in the Trace evaluation@cf. Eq. ~17!# we
keep terms in which only one element in the product of theMik is allowed to be off-diagonal (;Ak), so the three others must
be diagonal (Mii51) @cf. Eq. ~15!#. By the same reasoning, for the third term, all elements in the product of theMik must be
diagonal. Under this condition Eq.~17! is transformed to

V~t,t250,t1!5K
2q

2
sin~vN1

tp1!sin
2

vN3
tp3
2 HRe@~a2* !2#

1ImH S h
Ak
2 D @~P1*2P2!~cosvbt11cosvat11cos@vb~t2t1!#1cos@va~t2t1!#

1cos~vat2vbt1!1cos~vbt2vat1!2 i ~P1*1P2!~sin vbt11sin vat11sin vb~t2t1!

1sin va~t2t1!1sin~vat2vbt1!1sin~vbt2vat1!!!#J 22h2 cos~va2vb!t1J ~18!

and the final expression is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, No. 22, 8 June 1995Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V~t,t250,t1!5K
2q

2
sin~vN1

tp1!sin
2

vN3
tp3
2 HRe@~a2* !2#1H S hAk cos

veff tp2
2

D (sin~vbt12Ã!1sin~vat12Ã!

1sin@vb~t2t1!2ṽ#1sin@va~t2t1!2ṽ#1sin~vat2vbt12ṽ !1sin~vbt2vat12ṽ !J
22h2 cos~va2vb!t1J ; ṽ5

v I t p2
2

. ~19!
i-

s.

-

l
r-
.

y

r-

d

o

Equation ~19! shows an important feature of the 211 se-
quence: viz. neither the amplitude of the spin-echo nor t
amplitude of the nuclear modulation are simply factorabl
That means, for example, that the maximum sensitivity to t
nuclear modulation will not, in general, be at the maximum
of the echo height. Even more important, this structure of E
~19! allows one to independently vary the relative impor
tance of the primary echo term vs the modulation terms, su
that the former may be set to zero~or at least a small value!
with the latter remaining strong. For example, because t
amplitude of the primary spin-echo signal~which in Fourier
transform yields the autopeaks! is proportional to Re(a2* )

2

' cos2 vefftp2/2, and a portion of the nuclear modulation am
plitude~which results in the nuclear modulation cross peaks!,
is proportional to sin~vefftp2!, the autopeaks may be substan
tially suppressed at certain values ofvN2tp2, i.e., the nomi-
nal angle by which the electron spin is rotated leavin
mainly just the modulation cross peaks. For the simple ca
of Dv50, the parameterh @cf. Eq. ~15!# responsible for the
nuclear modulation depth becomes

h52
Ak
4

vN2H sin@~v I1vN2
!tp2/2#

v I1vN2

1
sin@~v I2vN2

!tp2/2#

A~v I2vN2
!21~vN2

k!2/4 J .
The optimal nuclear modulation amplitude may be reach
at (v I1vN2)tp2/2'(2n11)p/2, e.g., let vN25v I and
v I t p25p/2. This simple example offers some indication
even for the more complicated case of arbitrary HFI, as
how to adjust the parameters of the11 pulse to obtain the
optimal selection or enhancement of the desired nuclear f
quencies in an experiment. Actual calculations for a range
parameters and for strong HFI show that the modulatio
cross peaks are maximized forvN2tp2'2p. We find a useful
general prescription to maximize a given cross peak is to
tp2'v I

21 and varyvN2 such thatvN2tp2 ranges fromp/2 to
2p seeking the optimum rotational angle.

For the more general case, which includes thet2 depen-
dence@cf. Eq.~14!#, one can see that the phase of the nucle
modulation depends ont2 . For these reasons the best way o
performing the 211 sequence is by means of a tw
dimensional acquisition int1 and t2 which allows one to
collect the full modulation pattern of the spin-echo signa
These features will be illustrated below. The general case
arbitrary pulses and arbitrary values of the HFI, as we ha
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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already noted, has no analytical solution. Therefore, numer
cal calculations of the 211—SECSY signal were performed.
The numerical calculations may be based on the general Eq
~3! and~4! or alternatively Eq.~10!, wherein the desired echo
signal is already selected. In our calculation we started di
rectly from Eqs.~3! and~4!, which would more readily per-
mit adapting the computer program for calculating any signa
generated by the three pulses. The calculations were pe
formed in a manner similar to the method described in Ref
26. That is, the free precession periods are determined byH0
@Eq. ~1!#, which was first represented in the spin basis set in
which DvSz2v I I z1ASzI z ~of H0! is diagonal, i.e., the
‘‘Zeeman representation.’’ This representation ofH0 was
then diagonalized, yielding its eigenvalues and the unitar
transformation that diagonalizes it,O0. Then the total Hamil-
tonian H01H1 needed during the pulses was diagonalized
yielding its eigenvalues and the associated unitary transfo
mation from the Zeeman representation,O1. Given these
transformations we could then obtain theRNi of Eq. ~4! in
the representation that diagonalizedH0, i.e., as
O0

21O1 exp[iltpi/\]O1
21O0, where l is the diagonalized

form of H01H1. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the
respective Hamiltonians were obtained by using standar
methods~TRED2 and TQLI, cf. Ref. 27!. We now write Eqs.
~3! and ~4! as

Vi~ t2 ,t1 ,t!5 (
k...u

4

~Si !kl exp@2 i e l~t1t2!#~RN3
1 ! ln

3exp@2 i en~t2t1!#~RN2
1 !nm exp~2 i emt1!

3~RN1
1 !mj~Sz! j~RN1

! j r exp~ i e r t1!

3~RN2
!ru exp@ i eu~t2t1!#

3~RN3
!uk exp@ i ek~t1t2!# ~20!

with ei5Ei /\ andSi5Sx , Sy . In Eq. ~20! we have utilized
the eigenvectors ofH0 as the basis states with eigenvalues
Ei . ~The transformed forms ofR1, R2, R3 are implicitly
dealt with as we noted above.!

We must now apply the conditions for selection of the
desired spin-echo signal that were previously used to g
from Eq. ~8! @which is a rewritten form of Eqs.~3! and ~4!#
to Eq. ~10!. These conditions may now be rewritten as

ue l1en2eu2eku
uen2em1e r2euuJ 50; va ; vb ; va1vb ;uva2vbu.
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



8752 Raitsimring, Crepeau, and Freed: Electron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
FIG. 2. Simulations of 211 SECSY spectra for the first orientation of the
malonic acid crystal at various durations of11 pulse:~a! tp1155 ns,~b! 30
ns, ~c! 45 ns,~d! 200 ns.gH1tp1152p for all simulations. Parameters of
HFI tensor used are shown in Table I.~e! SECSY spectrum for the same
orientation.
a

These conditions are more conveniently applied forDvÞ0,
so in all calculations the smallest value ofDv was kept equal
to 1026uva2vbu given that the calculated values ofva and
vb are accurate to better than 10

29. This allows one to simu-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
vb are accurate to better than 10
29. This allows one to simu-

late a case ofDv50 to high accuracy and to avoid a degen-
eracy of energies.

The procedure described above was first applied to
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8753Raitsimring, Crepeau, and Freed: Electron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
number of cases with known analytical solutions in order
check the numerical calculations. In particular, we have ca
culated: the shapes of signals for two pulses and 211 pulse
sequences with arbitrary pulse parameters~without HFI!;
SECSY simulations for the case of full excitation of the ES
spectrum; and the dependence of the nuclear modulation a
plitude on pulse parameters for a two pulse train in the ca
of weak HFI (uBu!v I). The analytical solutions of these
problems can be found in Refs. 8, 24, and 25. The numeri
calculations were in good agreement with the calculatio
based on the corresponding analytical expressions for
cases.

The 211 SECSY simulations were performed in the fo
lowing way. A typical fixed value fort of 1510 ns was cho-
sen. This provides room for the second pulse position (t1) to
be shifted through 256 steps of 5 ns each ranging from 1
to 1410 ns. The data collection of the echo shape typica
ranged fromt6256 ns in 256 steps of 2 ns. The number o
the steps throught2 and t1 was chosen to be the same an

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic diagram for the 211 SECSY experiment.~b! Simu-
lation of 211 SECSY: contour plot, first orientation,tp11530 ns,
gH1tp1152p.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subject
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equal to 256. The first and third pulses, to simulate the e
perimental conditions, were 90° pulses with duration of 7.
ns. The parameters of the11 pulse were varied over a wide
range of amplitudes and widths. The parameters of the H
tensor corresponding to the experiments on irradiated m
onic acid are shown in Table I. The details of determiningA
andB will be given in the experimental section. Except when
otherwise needed, most calculations were performed for t
case ofDv50, which corresponded reasonably well to mos
of the experiments. To compare the calculated and expe
mental 211 SECSY spectra, a 2D-Fourier transformation
the measured and calculated time arrays was used. So
calculated 2D-211 SECSY spectra for the first set of HF
tensor parameters in Table I are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!.
They correspond to 2p rotations for the second pulse, which
were achieved with different combinations of pulse width
tp2 and mw field strengthvN2. The 2D-SECSY spectrum
calculated with the same HFI parameters is shown in Fi
2~e! for comparison. Figure 3 is a contour map of the 211
SECSY spectrum of Fig. 2~b!, which reveals the same set of
frequencies as a SECSY experiment, i.e.,va , vb , va1vb

andva2vb , in a slightly different manner~cf. Fig. 4 of Ref.
8!. In particular, we get a doubling of the nuclear modulatio
peaks about thef 250 axis. One clearly sees in Fig. 2, that
the amplitude of the modulation cross peaks and the amp
tude of the autopeaks depend on the parameters of the s
ond pulse,vN2 andtp2. In Fig. 2 we had fixedvN2tp252p.
Nevertheless, the modulation cross peaks depend on the
ration of the11 pulse. The cross peaks are a maximum for
11 pulse duration equal to 30–45 ns and they decrease
higher tp25200 ns as well as at a smallertp255 ns. When
the duration of the11 pulse is optimal, the absolute intensity
of the cross peaks atva slightly exceeds the intensity of the
same peaks in the SECSY spectrum at the same freque
@compare Figs. 2~b!and 2~c!with 2~e!#.

Some 211 SECSY spectra for the second set of HF
tensor parameters are shown in Figs. 4~a!–4~d!. In general,
this set of simulations has the same features as the previo
one: The intensity of the cross peaks depends on the durat
of the11 pulse, and at an optimal duration the relative in
tensity of the peaks atva is 3–4 times higher than in the
SECSY spectrum. The optimal pulse duration in this case
about 20 ns, becauseva for this orientation is two times
higher than in the first orientation~see Table I!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

All experiments were performed on the Cornell 2D-FT
ESR spectrometer, which has been described in Refs. 8 a

TABLE I. Parameters of HFI tensor used in calculations and fundament
frequencies of EPR transitions for thea proton of the CH~COOH!2 radical.

a

Crystal
orientation
u, f ~deg! A~MHz! B2~MHz2! va~MHz! vb~MHz!

18, 0 32.6 100.0 5.5 30.7
40, 0 41.8 203.0 9.9 35.6

aThe polar and azimuthal anglesu andf are consistent with Ref. 8.
, No. 22, 8 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



8754 Raitsimring, Crepeau, and Freed: Electron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
FIG. 4. Simulation of 211 SECSY spectra for the second orientation of the malonic acid crystal at various durations of the11 pulse:~a! tp11520 ns,~b!
30 ns,~c! 45 ns.gH1tp1152p for all simulations. Parameters of HFI tensor used are shown in Table I.~d! SECSY spectrum of the same orientation.
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28. For implementation of the 211 sequence, in which the
11 pulse amplitude must be independent of the first and
third pulses, the spectrometer was slightly modified.29 The
mw power from the klystron was divided into two channe
One of them was used for standard generation of the first
third pulses to drive the TWTA at full power. In the secon
channel we installed an additional switch and attenua
which allows one to change the duration and amplitude
the11 pulse independent of the parameters of the first a
third pulses. Then pulses from both channels were combi
and directed to the TWTA. The duration of the first and thi
pulses of all 211 experiments reported here was cons
and equal to 7.5 ns corresponding to ap/2 pulse.~Normally
5 nsp/2 pulses are to be expected with our spectrometer8,11

but the TWTA tube was aged and provided reduced ga!
The absolute values of the first and third pulse amplitud
were estimated by~i! observation of the primary spin-ech
shape,30 and by ~ii! investigation of the dependence of th
spin-echo amplitude in a two-pulse sequence on the pu
amplitude. These methods confirmed that 7.5 ns pulses
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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vided a rotation angle of 90°65°. The amplitude and dura-
tion of all three pulses were then sampled after the TWT
and were measured by an HP54100A digital oscilloscop
This permitted us to obtain the absolute amplitude of the11
pulse by comparison with the amplitude of the first and thir
pulses. The minimal duration of the11 pulse was chosen
equal to 30 ns because it could deliver a 2p pulse at maxi-
mum amplitude. Since our spectrometer28 is specially de-
signed for generation of very short pulses, the maximu
pulse duration we could reach without major modificatio
was about 200 ns.

The fixed distance between the first and third pulses
most experiments was equal to 1260 ns; the starting tim
interval between the first and11 pulses was 150 ns; the step
in t1 was chosen equal to 7 ns, the step int2 was equal to 5
ns ~or in some cases, 1 ns!, and the entire collection overt2
consisted of 70 points or 350 ns. The acquisition time re
quired for a single 2D experiment was about 1–2 h at abo
a 1 kHz repetition rate.~It is normally possible to operate at
a 10 kHz repetition rate,8 but we reduced this because of the
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Experimental time domain 2D array for 211 SECSY for the mal-
onic acid crystal with a strongly attenuated11 pulse showing the spectrom-
eter stability.

TABLE II. Phase cycle sequence for the 211 SECSY experiment.

Phases Memory addressa,b

Step f1 f2 f3 1 2 3 4

1 x x x 1 2
2 y y y 2 21
3 2x 2x 2x 21 22
4 2y 2y 2y 22 1
5 x y 2x 1 2
6 y 2x 2y 2 21
7 2x 2y x 21 22
8 2y x y 22 1
9 x 2x x 1 2
10 y 2y y 2 21
11 2x x 2x 21 22
12 2y y 2y 22 1
13 x 2y 2x 1 2
14 y x 2y 2 21
15 2x y x 21 22
16 2y 2x y 22 1
17 y x x 21 22
18 2x y y 22 1
19 2y 2x 2x 1 2
20 x 2y 2y 2 21
21 y y 2x 21 22
22 2x 2x 2y 22 1
23 2y 2y x 1 2
24 x x y 2 21
25 y 2x x 21 22
26 2x 2y y 22 1
27 2y x 2x 1 2
28 x y 2y 2 21
29 y 2y 2x 21 22
30 2x x 2y 22 1
31 2y y x 1 2
32 x 2x y 2 21

aA table entry of21 signifies that the signal from the in phase arm of th
dual quadrature detector is subtracted from that memory location. The c
tents of memory addresses 1 and 2, obtained from the two arms of the d
quadrature signal, form the real and imaginary parts, respectively, ofS8,
while addresses 3 and 4 give the real and imaginary parts ofS9.
bIn the results reported here we used theSc2 combination defined as
Sc25S82 iS9 to sample the echo signal.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
aged TWTA tube.!To obtain just the primary spin-echo from
the first and third pulses and to avoid any interference from
unwanted echoes and free induction decays, a 32-step phase
cycling sequence shown in Table II, was applied.

IV. RESULTS

A. CH(COOH)2 radicals in a malonic acid monocrystal

We first discuss results obtained on a single crystal of
malonic acid with well defined faces and edges. The monoc-
rystal was irradiated with Co-60 gamma rays with a dose of
about 1 Mrad and aged for six months at room temperature.
As is well known, such a soft annealing leaves just
CH~COOH!2 radicals; the less stable CH2~COOH! radicals
disappear. The crystal was mounted on a specially designed
delrin holder which was connected to a glass rod. The other
end of the glass rod was attached to a goniometer. The crys-
tal was oriented in such a way that the direction of the ex-
ternal fieldH0 and thez axis of the HFI tensor~in the defi-
nition of Ref. 8!were approximately perpendicular to each
other and both were perpendicular to the goniometer axis.
The measurements were performed for two orientations of
the crystal with substantially differentva andvb ~see Table
I!. For each orientation, a SECSY experiment was performed

FIG. 6. Experimental time domain 2D array of 211 SECSY for the malonic
acid crystal~a! first orientation,tp11545 ns,gH1tp1152p, ~b! second
orientation,tp11530 ns,gH1tp1151.32p.

e
on-
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8756 Raitsimring, Crepeau, and Freed: Electron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
FIG. 7. ~a!Contour plot of the time domain 2D array for 211 SECSY for the malonic acid crystal. First orientation,tp11545 ns,gH1tp1152p, ~b! the time
domain contour plot for SECSY at the same orientation.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, No. 22, 8 June 1995Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



8757Raitsimring, Crepeau, and Freed: Electron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
FIG. 8. Experimental 211 SECSY spectra for first orientation of the malonic acid crystal at various durations of11 pulse:~a! tp11530 ns,~c! 45 ns,~d! 60
ns, ~e! 75 ns,gH1tp1152p; ~b! 45 ns,gH1tp1151.3p. ~f! SECSY spectrum at the same orientation.
e
d

before the 211 SECSY experiment. A contour plot of th
SECSY spectrum allowed us to obtain the values ofva and
vb to good accuracy. Then, having used the expressions
Eq. ~2!, we derived the Hamiltonian parameters,A and B
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subject
of

~Table I!, which were used in our simulations of the 211
SECSY spectra. The mw frequency of the spectrometer an
the external magnetic fieldH0 was chosen such thatDv'0
~more exactly<3–4 MHz!. The precise value ofDv was
, No. 22, 8 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Experimental 211 SECSY spectra for second orientation of the malonic acid crystal at various durations of11 pulse:~a! tp11530 ns,~b! 45 ns,~c!
60 ns,gH1tp1152p. ~d! SECSY spectrum of the same orientation.
t

determined by analyzing the contour map of the 211 SECSY
spectra. The stability of the instrument in the course of da
acquisition is demonstrated in Fig. 5. This is a representat
211 SECSY experiment, in which the11 pulse was
strongly attenuated. The weak modulation seen in Fig. 5
caused by the residual11 pulse. One notes that the ampli
tude instability during the course of the 1.5 h experiment w
not more than 1%–2%.

Two representative 211 SECSY time domain results
~magnitude data!are shown in Fig. 6. The data were col
lected withtp2545 ns, andvN2tp252p for the first crystal
orientation, andtp2530 ns and the same rotation angle fo
the second orientation. The appearance of the time dom
data in 211 SECSY differs from other techniques in an im
portant way by the absence of any relaxation decay.16 We
compare the time domain behavior of 211 SECSY with the
basic SECSY experiment in Fig. 7 in contour plots.@Note
Fig. 7~a!corresponds to Fig. 6~a!#. The modulations appe
as a series of ovals, whose principal axes are parallel to
t1 and t2 axes for SECSY@Fig. 7~b!#, but they are tilted for
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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211 SECSY@Fig. 7~a!#. This leads to the result that different
t1 slices have maxima at differing values oft2 for 211
SECSY~but not for SECSY!, so that it is important to collect
the full echo decay int2 for eacht1 , in order to accurately
determine the modulation in the case of 211 SECSY. This
feature arises from the nonfactorability of the nuclear modu-
lation with respect tot1 and t2 discussed in connection with
Eq. ~19! for the case of a very weak modulation. Figure 7
shows that this is clearly also important for strong nuclear
modulation.

Figures 8~a!–8~e! depicts a set of 211 SECSY spectra
after 2D-FT of the time domain results which were collected
at the first crystal orientation and for different parameters of
the11 pulse. The SECSY spectrum for the same orientation
is shown in Fig. 8~f!. As one can see from this figure the
relative amplitude of the modulation cross peaks of 211
SECSY spectra atva substantially exceeds the relative am-
plitude of these peaks in the SECSY spectrum in agreemen
with the simulations of Fig. 2.~By relative amplitude we
mean the amplitude of the cross peaks relative to that of the
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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autopeaks.!We discuss absolute amplitudes and sensitivi
below. Also consistent with the simulations in Fig. 2, w
observe that the amplitudes of the cross peaks decrease
given tp2, as the angle of rotation of the electron spins dev
ates from 2p, @Fig. 8~b!#. They also decrease with increase o
the pulse width when the angle of rotation is kept constant
2p. @Figs. 8~d!and 8~e!#. Similar behavior was observed fo
the second orientation of the crystal, and is shown in Fig
9~a!–9~c!, which is to be compared with the simulations o
Fig. 4. We would like to point out that the 211 SECSY
spectra at this orientation demonstrate the much better re
lution of theva frequency cross peaks, which are overlappe
in the SECSY spectrum with the matrix proton cross peak
The better resolution in the 211 SECSY experiment is a
result of having much narrower spectral lines because of t
absence of relaxation decay31 and because of suppression o
the matrix proton modulation at this particular pulse width
The narrowing of all peaks alongf 1 relative to SECSY is not
evident in the simulations because they were all~including

FIG. 10. Simulated 211 SECSY spectra for the malonic acid crystal,~a!
first orientation,tp11530 ns,gH1tp1152p, Dv53 MHz; ~b! the spectrum
~a! convoluted with Gaussian exp[22p2DG

2 (t1
21t2

2)]. Linewidth DG51
MHz in both dimensions.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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SECSY!performed without anyT2 ~or T1! relaxation. Actu-
ally, the finite widths in the simulations and in thef 1 direc-
tion for the experimental 211 SECSY autopeaks just arise
from the FFT of a finite time signal int1 . When extended to
very long times,t1 the resolution in thef 1 direction should
become sharper, approaching infinitely sharp autopeaks an
cross peaks whose widths reflect just the site variation inva

andvb . Note that we could not reach the maximum ampli-
tude of these cross peaks for the second orientation~due to
our limits on available mw power!; nevertheless the ampli-
tude of the cross peaks exceeds that obtained in the SECS
experiment@compare Figs. 9~a!and 9~d!#.

A comparison of the simulated and experimental spectra
allows us to conclude that the simulations do correspond
closely to the experiment but they depart from the experi-
ment in some details. The probable reasons for the differ
ences are the error in determining the rotation angle of the
electron spins, the deviation of the pulse shape from rectan
gular, nonzero values ofDv, and inhomogeneous broadening
of the EPR spectrum of the radical. In principle these fea-
tures could be varied in the simulations till optimum fits are
achieved, but the present computer program is quite time
consuming. Therefore, in this paper we limited ourselves to
less ambitious demonstrations of the effects ofDv and of the
inhomogeneous broadening on the 211 SECSY spectra for a

FIG. 11. ~a!SECSY and~b! 211 SECSY time domain 2D arrays of frozen
DPPH toluene solutions;tp11530 ns,gH1tp1152p. These are viewed
almost end on along thet2 axis.
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8760 Raitsimring, Crepeau, and Freed: Electron spin-echo correlation spectroscopy
few cases. Figure 10~a!depicts the 211 SECSY spectrum
calculated for the first orientation withDv53 MHz, tp2530
ns andvN2tp252p. As one can see from this figure, inclu-
sion of the measured experimental value ofDv immediately
gives the needed increase of cross-peak amplitude relative
the autopeaks, and therefore improves the agreement
tween simulations and experiments@compare Fig. 8~a!and
Fig. 10~a!#.

There are a several sources of inhomogeneous broad
ing. If it is due to the interaction of the radical with surround
ing protons, only a distribution inDv needs to be included.
Broadening caused by an orientational distribution of th
radicals would lead to a distribution forA andB as well as
for Dv, which can only be determined from superimposin
simulations from several orientations to compare with e
periment. For simplicity we included the first type of inho
mogeneous broadening by multiplying Eq.~4! by the Gauss-
ian exp(22p2DG

2 (t1
21t2

2). The resulting spectrum simulated
with DG51 MHz @Fig. 10~b!# shows improved agreement
with the experimental one. However, the introduction of
Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening along thef 1 direction
is unjustified becauseDv broadening is cancelled in this di-
rection by the spin-echo, but no improvement in the sim
lated spectrum is obtained if the Gaussian broadening w
respect tot1 is removed. We believe that the better agree
ment of the relative intensities of auto and cross peaks
Fig. 10~b!hints at an artifact arising from the FFT. As noted
above, an FFT of the finite time train can lead to a broade
ing along f 1 . Specific features of the FFT appear to caus
greater broadening of the modulation cross-peaks which o
cur at f 1Þ0 than for the autopeaks occurring atf 150. Thus
the addition of the artificial extra broadening tends to ma
this difference, so the cross-peak amplitudes are enhan
relative to the autopeak amplitudes, as required to impro
agreement with experiment.~We assume that white noise is
the principal broadening feature alongf 1 in the experi-
ments.!If this argument is justified, then it would imply that
the dominant inhomogeneity in the experiment is aDv-type
inhomogeneity that probably relates to the matrix protons

We now wish to make some comments about absolu
signal strength and sensitivity of 211 SECSY vs SECSY. We
have already shown that the relative amplitude of the cro
peaks can be enhanced by 211 SECSY. A comparison of the
experimental results of Fig. 8~c! ~211 SECSY!with Fig. 8~f!
~SECSY!shows that the autopeaks are reduced by a factor
ca. 2 in the 211 SECSY, whereas the intense cross pea
have beenenhancedby a factor of ca. 2. The noise levels are
comparable~although the 211 SECSY spectra were obtained
in a mode, such that there are a greater density of points!. A
general analysis of the respective sensitivities depends
many parameters including the value ofT2 , the line shapes,
and the HFI. For the case of Fig. 8, we had a 1.5ms separa-
tion between the first and third pulses. With aT2;0.8 ms,
this meant that the 211 SECSY signal was obtained at a
constant value of 0.15 in arbitrary units. For SECSY, w
used the same time interval for data acquisition, so the sig
amplitude varied from 1 to 0.15, which yields an averag
amplitude of 0.45. Thus it is not surprising that the amplitud
of the autopeaks were reduced in the 211 SECSY experi-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬25¬Jan¬2010¬to¬128.253.229.158.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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ment. On the other hand, the sharpening up of the auto- a
cross peaks along thef 1 axis for 211 SECSY, due to can-
cellation ofT2 broadening, is a mechanism that enhances t
signal-to-noise of the 211 SECSY signal. Linear predictive
methods of data processing11,12 instead of FFT could help to
remove the artificial broadening alongf 1 due to the ‘‘FFT-
ing’’ of a finite time train.

B. DPPH in frozen toluene solution

In the previous example we illustrated the ability of 211
SECSY to provide relative enhancement of modulation e
fects. In the next example we consider the opposite case,
a suppression of modulation. The SECSY time domain sign
from a frozen solution of DPPH in toluene is shown in Fig
11~a! which is an end-on view alongt1 . The experiment was
performed at2110 °C and the DPPH concentration was 1018

cm23. The modulation of the spin-echo signal which is ob
served in Fig. 11~a! has previously been reported,32 and it is
due to the HFI of the electron spin with the nitrogen nucl
of the radical~the deep and low-frequency modulation! and
with neighboring protons of the matrix~the shallow and
high-frequency modulation!. A 211 SECSY signal, collected
for the same sample, is shown in Fig. 11~b!. The11 pulse
duration in this experiment was equal to 30 ns, correspon
ing to a rotation angle of 2p. One can see from the 2D
format in Fig. 11~b!that in this 211 SECSY experiment the
modulation from the nitrogen nuclei is not observed, and t
signal is modulated just by the proton frequency of 14 MH
Thus Figs. 11 shows that 211 SECSY allows one to select
the modulation frequency in a way that is opposite to mo
traditional spin-echo techniques. The traditional techniqu
using ‘‘soft pulses’’~partial excitation!allow one to suppress
the high-frequency component of modulation. To our know
edge, none of the existing techniques can leave the hig
frequency part of the modulation, while suppressing the low
frequency part. Given that the modulation of the signal
generated during the action of the11 pulse in 211 SECSY,
then if the duration of this pulse is not long enough for
given frequency, no modulation is observed. For this partic
lar case of a14N modulation frequency;1 MHz, the11
pulse duration has to be about 1ms. In the present experi-
mental setup, the maximum11 pulse duration which we
could achieve was 150 ns, and that was not sufficient
demonstrate the opposite situation predicted by theory, v
suppression of the 14 MHz proton modulation and enhanc
ment of the 1 MHz14N modulation. With a11 pulse dura-
tion of 150 ns, we observed the virtual disappearance of bo
modulation patterns. The effect of suppression of modulati
by a 211 pulse sequence was used in Refs. 13 and 33
different samples for the investigation of dipole–dipole in
teractions between electron spins.

The present example enables us to illustrate how t
method might be applied to the determination of the loc
nuclear environment of paramagnetic centers~e.g., paramag-
netic centers in biological molecules, catalysts, metall
organic compounds and in radiation-induced paramagne
centers!. The characteristic parameters that are used for
termining the structure of the local nuclear environment
paramagnetic centers are~i! the amplitude of modulation,~ii!
, No. 22, 8 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the modulation frequencies, and~iii! the time constant for the
modulation decay. In simple systems wherein just a sin
kind of nucleus is in the vicinity of the paramagnetic cent
traditional methods are sufficient.34–36 However, even for a
relatively simple system such as DPPH, these methods
not work very well. It is not practical to obtain the deca
time of the proton modulation from the data shown in Fi
11~a!. However, with the 211 experiment, in which relax
ation decay and the modulation from the nitrogen nuclei a
absent, this is easily obtained. Furthermore, the depende
of the modulation on the11 pulse parameters may be use
for verification of the assignments, as previously shown fo
simple case in Ref. 16.

For our case of DPPH in frozen toluene solution,
simple evaluation of the average proton distance may be
tained directly from the experiment. First of all the absen
of modulation decay in time intervalt1 allows us to believe
that the componentTzz of the anisotropic proton HFI
tensor,1,2 which is responsible for this decay,35 is less than 1
MHz. ~Tzz, Tzx , Tzy is a common notation for the compo
nents of the tensor of dipolar electron–nuclear interacti
see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2.! Since the other components of th
anisotropic part of the HFI tensor are less thanTzz, the
modulation is caused by a weak interaction, whereTzz, Tzx ,
Tzy!vn . It allows us to conclude that the low-frequenc
modulation observed in Fig. 11~b! is caused by a slight de-
viation of va andvb from vn ; where, for weak interaction,
one has from Eq.~2! va , vb5v16Tzz/2. Taking into ac-
count the time-dependent portion of Eq.~19!, we performed
a simple simulation of the modulation pattern in Fig. 11~b!
and evaluatedTzz as 0.4–0.35 MHz which corresponds t
the average proton–electron distance of about 4.5–5 Å.
course, this is a very approximate estimate, but it does ill
trate how easily the data may be used to obtain structu
information from the modulation pattern.

V. SUMMARY

The 211 SECSY experiment is an example of what w
call pulse adjustable spectroscopy, because it introduces
pulse width and pulse amplitude as adjustable paramet
which enable one to tune in and/or tune out key features
the spin echoes and the nuclear modulation in order to
hance resolution to features of interest. In particular, it p
mitted preferential enhancement of the nuclear modulat
cross peaks~va! relative to the autopeaks in the case
irradiated malonic acid with a large proton HFI. It also pe
mitted the suppression of the matrix proton peaks. In t
spirit, we have also shown how to significantly suppress
autopeaks, thereby improving the resolution to low
frequency cross peaks. In the case of DPPH in a glass,
could suppress the low-frequency14N nuclear modulation,
leaving just the matrix1H nuclear modulation. We wish to
emphasize that this is the only single-frequency techniq
whereby low-frequency modulations can be suppressed
high frequency modulation retained. These features are
portant in powders or disordered materials for cases wh
there are several nuclei providing the modulation, since t
enables a more accurate assessment of the modulation d
associated with each type of nucleus. Equally important
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improving resolution to the modulation decay, is the greatl
enhanced resolution, compared to SECSY, in thef 1 fre-
quency direction, because the decay inT2 has been removed.
It is this modulation decay that is the principal source o
distance measurements in ESEEM experiments,1,2 and it now
appears as the dominant feature in the broadening of the 211
SECSY widths vsf 1 provided one has sampled a wide
enough range of the time,t1 , between the first and the11
pulse.

The particular virtues of performing the 211 pulse se-
quence in a 2D format as 211 SECSY include the following.
First of all, it provides the ability~at least for single crystals!
of correlating the modulation cross peaks in order to improv
the ability to make assignments when there are several typ
of radical. This feature is very similar to that for 2D corre-
lation spectroscopy in NMR.37 A general feature of the 211
pulse sequence~and we suspect for other pulse adjustable
sequences!, is that the modulation does not simply factoriz
as a product of separate functions oft1 andt2 @cf. Fig. 7~a!#.
Thus we do not know precisely where, in the spin-echo, th
modulation is most prominent, and this feature changes wi
t1 . In the 211 SECSY format the full spin-echo shape is
explicitly recorded, thereby avoiding any ambiguities in the
analysis. It occurs to us that for powder spectra, a usef
representation of the 211 SECSY nuclear modulation peak
can be obtained by projecting the 2D magnitude spectru
onto the f 1 axis ~i.e., integrating the spectrum overf 2! to
obtain the full spectral contribution to each modulation peak
However, specific, potentially useful features of the 2D pea
shapes could be lost. 211 SECSY differs from SECSY in
that it is insensitive to spin relaxation, a desirable feature i
studying the nuclear modulation, as we have stressed. Ev
if spin relaxation is of interest, it would seem advisable to
carefully characterize the nuclear modulations using 211
SECSY and then to return to SECSY to examine the add
tional features ascribable to spin relaxation.

Finally, we wish to point out the extremely good agree
ment between theory and experiment demonstrated for th
case of the malonic acid single crystal. It would imply tha
this experiment has been well characterized, so that it cou
be effectively implemented to study other systems of singl
crystals or disordered solids.
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